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Array-database Model (SciDB) for Standardized 
Storing of Hyperspectral Satellite Images 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
Hyperspectral Imaging is a technique that collects information from the 
electromagnetic spectrum, storing the value of the spectrum band for each pixel of 
the image. This technique stands out for the contiguous wide range of wavelengths 
it covers; leading to the ability of accurate surface and material distinction. The big 
volumes of Hyperspectral Images datasets, which are called data cubes as the band 
value represent the third dimension, have been a barrier against exploiting the full 
potential of these images where there is no standardized way in storing them. On 
top of that, the classical relational databases proved to be an inconvenient storage 
space for such images. 
Array databases have been a serious choice for storing scientific and big volumes of 
data, and they represent a promising suitable environment for hyperspectral 
images. We aim to study the efficiency of storing hyperspectral images on an array-
database by suggesting a convenient data model. Furthermore, in order to examine 
the feasibility of this model, we make a comparison with two relational databases 
using specific measurements in performance and query complexity. 
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1. Introduction 
This chapter serves as an introduction for this dissertation. We introduce the 
problem and what motivated us to address it. Furthermore, we introduce the 
approach and the steps followed in the attempt to reach our goal. This chapter also 
includes how this dissertation is organized. 
1.1. Motivation 
Hyperspectral images are like spectral images; they represent information of 
different bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. But unlike spectral images, they 
convey a wide range of fine wavelengths leading to obtaining the wavelength of 
each pixel of the image taken [Plaza et al. 2009]. These satellite images form 
together a cube of images where the third dimension represents the spectral 
wavelength. This results in collecting huge datasets of information, especially that 
this type of datasets is subject to increase over time due to technological advances. 
The current database engines lack the ability to store and process such enormous 
amounts of data efficiently [Stonebraker et al. 2007], besides the fact that there is 
still no standardized format for this type of images [Griffith et al. 2012]. 
A relatively new database model called array-database has been drawing the 
attention to. This model depends on storing data in multidimensional arrays. SciDB 
is an array-database from Paradigm4 and it has been proving efficiency with big 
data applications. Array-databases, like SciDB, have recently become a serious 
choice for storing scientific data like hyperspectral satellite images [Griffith et al. 
2012]. 
Hyperspectral images datasets still lack a unified environment regarding storage 
and reuse, and they show a great deal of “Heterogeneity regarding their formats” 
[Sevilla and Plaza 2014]. There has been some effort to develop a standardized 
repository for hyperspectral images, but only on a classical relational database 
[Sevilla and Plaza 2014]. A standardized format for hyperspectral images and their 
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metadata will improve data reusability and integration, and ease the management 
and design of their datasets. 
There has been some work on studying the performance of different array-
databases [Liu 2014] as well as comparing it with other types of databases; with 
NoSQL [Ramakrishnan et al. 2013], and with relational database [Cudre-mauroux et 
al. 2011]. Nevertheless, there haven’t been significant studies on comparing the 
different storage environments of hyperspectral images, particularly between 
relational and array databases. This has led to a lack of evidence that favors the 
option of array-database when it comes to select the storage environment of a big 
data enterprise like Hyperspectral imagery. 
1.2. Aim and Objective 
The main goal of this Master thesis is to study the feasibility of using array-database 
in storing hyperspectral satellite images. In order to think of array-database as a 
featured environment for storing scientific data, we need to reach tangible results 
that justify this choice over other well-known and widespread databases. 
We suggest a data model for storing hyperspectral images on array-database 
(SciDB) and evaluate its performance in a comparison with two relational databases. 
For this purpose, we will be using a real world dataset of hyperspectral satellite 
images. 
1.3. General Methodology 
The general methodology of this thesis consists of three main parts: 
- SciDB Data Model 
This part encounters studying the model and structure of SciDB in order to put 
a convenient data model for hyperspectral images and load a real world dataset 
in terms of the model put. 
- Relational Database Storage 
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This part encounters storing the same dataset that was loaded onto SciDB on a 
classical relational database. 
- Database Comparison 
Finally, we write several queries that are designed to examine the performance 
of both array and relational databases. 
1.4. Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the literature review 
and the background of this dissertation. Chapter 3 addresses in detail the 
methodology we followed, besides the implementation and the tools used. Chapter 
4 encounters the results. Chapter 5 is about the conclusion of this dissertation and 
future work. Finally, data and query samples are provided in the appendices 
section. 
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2. State of the Art 
This chapter addresses the background behind this dissertation, the related work 
done so far, and the concepts that have led to the implemented work and the 
concluded results accordingly. 
2.1. Hyperspectral Images 
The definition of hyperspectral satellite images, their specifications and usage, and 
the obstacles in fully exploiting their potential. 
2.1.1. Introduction 
Hyperspectral Images are spectral images (images that collect information of the 
electromagnetic spectrum) that capture the spectral-band value of each pixel of the 
image taken [Plaza et al. 2009]. Figure 1 shows the electromagnetic spectrum and 
the range of visible light.  
 
Figure 1 Electromagnetic Spectrum [Shippert 2003]. 
What makes these images different is that they are collected for a bigger number of 
bands than the normal spectral or multispectral ones. These bands cover a wide 
range of wavelength resolution leading to narrow, adjacent wavelengths that can 
be hundreds in some cases [Smith 2006]. The range and wavelengths values of the 
hyperspectral images depend on the sensors used. But commonly, hyperspectral 
imaging covers values from the visible range (400-700 nm) to near-infrared (2400 
nm) with a width of 10 nm between contiguous bands [Manolakis and Shaw 2002]. 
Table 1 shows a list of some hyperspectral images sensors [Thenkabail et al. 2002], 
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some of which are out of service and others are still operational. Figure 2 shows the 
differences between the diverse kinds of spectral images. It also shows the 
ultraspectral images which surpass the hyperspectral ones in the number of bands 
and lead to more accurate and unambiguous material identification; they are out of 
our scope but worth mentioning, though. Multispectral images collect discrete 
narrow-band images whereas hyperspectral ones collect images over a continuous 
spectral range. 
Table 1 Hyperspectral Sensors and Data Providers [Shippert 2003]. 
Satellite Sensor Manufacturer Number of Bands Spectral Range 
FTHSI on 
MightySat II 
Air Force Research 
Lab 
256 0.35 to 1.05 m 
Hyperion on EO-1 NASA Goddard 
Space Flight Center 
220 0.4 to 2.5 m 
Airborne Sensor Manufacturer Number of Bands Spectral Range 
AVIRIS (Airborne 
Visible Infrared 
Imaging 
Spectrometer) 
NASA Jet 
Propulsion Lab 
224 0.4 to 2.5 m 
HYDICE 
(Hyperspectral 
Digital Imagery 
Collection 
Experiment) 
Naval Research Lab 210 0.4 to 2.5 m 
PROBE-1 Earth Search 
Sciences Inc. 
128 0.4 to 2.5 m 
CASI (Compact 
Airborne 
Spectrographic 
Imager) 
ITRES Research 
Limited 
up to 228 0.4 to 1.0 m 
HyMap Integrated 
Spectronics 
100 to 200 Visible to thermal 
infrared 
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EPS-H 
(Environmental 
Protection System) 
GER Corporation VIS/NIR (76), 
SWIR1 (32), SWIR2 
(32), TIR (12) 
VIS/NIR (.43 to 
1.05 m), SWIR1 
(1.5 to 1.8 m), 
SWIR2 (2.0 to 2.5 
m), and TIR (8 to 
12.5 m) 
DAIS 7915 (Digital 
Airborne Imaging 
Spectrometer) 
GER Corporation VIS/NIR (32), 
SWIR1 (8), SWIR2 
(32), MIR (1), TIR 
(6) 
VIS/NIR (0.43 to 
1.05 m), SWIR1 
(1.5 to 1.8 m), 
SWIR2 (2.0 to 2.5 
m), MIR (3.0 to 
5.0 m), and TIR 
(8.7 to 12.3 m) 
DAIS 21115 (Digital 
Airborne Imaging 
Spectrometer) 
GER Corporation VIS/NIR (76), 
SWIR1 (64), SWIR2 
(64), MIR (1), TIR 
(6) 
VIS/NIR (0.40 to 
1.0 m), SWIR1 
(1.0 to 1.8 m), 
SWIR2 (2.0 to 2.5 
m), MIR (3.0 to 
5.0 m), and TIR 
(8.0 to 12.0 m) 
AISA (Airborne 
Imaging 
Spectrometer) 
Spectral Imaging up to 288 0.43 to 1.0 m 
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Figure 2 Evolution of remote sensing spectroscopy with respect to spectral resolution [Belokon 1997]. 
The consecutive images representing the different spectrum-band values form a 
cube of images (Figure 3); the width and height being the first two dimensions, and 
the band value being the third dimension. This representation leads to huge 
volumes of datasets, especially if we are dealing with images of high resolution and 
hundreds of bands.  
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Figure 3 Hyperspectral Cube [Manolakis and Shaw 2002]. 
There is currently a wide range of applications that depend on hyperspectral images 
[Chakrabarti and Zickler 2011]. Different operating providers (Table 1) serve for 
different purposes and fields [Fauvel et al. 2013]: 
 Ecological Science. Study of land “cover change” or estimation of biomass 
[Azadeh Ghiyamata and Shafria 2010], [Cochrane 2000]. 
 Geological Science. Recovery of “physicochemical mineral properties” [Cloutis 
1996]. 
 Hydrological Science. Study of “wetland” aspects [Schmid et al. 2005]. 
 Precision Agriculture. Classification of vegetation [Lanthier et al. n.d.], [Boggs et 
al. 2003]. 
 Military Applications. Detection of military target [Manolakis and Shaw 2002], 
[Renhorn et al. 2012]. 
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Despite the usefulness of hyperspectral images and their broad range of 
applicability, their usage has some drawbacks like any technology which will be 
addressed in the following section. 
2.1.2. Problem Statement 
The spectrometers that produce the hyperspectral satellite images use thousands of 
detectors where each detector measures the energy of only one band. This 
sophistication leads to the ability to obtain band measurements as narrow as 0.01 
micrometers [Smith 2006]. The small differences between the wavelengths give 
high potential in discovering the type of the surface captured, regardless of the 
application in use.  
The high density of the adjacent wavelengths in the hyperspectral images makes 
the normal procedures in dealing with satellite images infeasible, especially that 
raster images such as hyperspectral ones are considered “the most voluminous data 
type encountered in remote sensing applications” [Gutierrez and Baumann 2007]. 
The rapid advancements in remote sensing technology will make the current 
situation only worse; spatial resolution will increase as well as the number of bands 
representing the spectrum values (Ultraspectral Images). New standardized data 
models shall be considered in order to cope with the new challenges. Despite a 
huge load of work done on capturing Hyperspectral Satellite Images, these images’ 
datasets are still stored in different storage environments and lack a unified format 
and standardized metadata [Sevilla and Plaza 2014]. 
2.1.3. Hyperspectral Imaging Importance 
The energy reflectance of the electromagnetic spectrum differs depending on the 
wavelength. These differences let us identify materials on the surface of the Earth; 
because different kinds of materials reflect light in different intensities for specific 
wavelengths. For example, vegetation has a high reflectance at a wavelength range 
between 0.7 and 1.4 micrometers (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4 Energy Reflectance of the Electromagnetic Spectrum [Smith 2006]. 
This phenomenon gives us the chance to distinguish materials and detect spatial 
structures with high precision because of the accuracy of the spectrum-band values 
of the hyperspectral images [Fauvel et al. 2013]. Therefore, dealing with this type of 
images in a convenient and facilitated manner may lead to important results and 
highly demanded applications i.e. image classification, which is a very common 
process in many systems, can be very accurate thanks to the precision of 
hyperspectral imaging [Tarabalka et al. 2010]. Figure 5 shows a representative 
sample of hyperspectral images and how the difference in energy reflectance can 
lead to the type-of-surface detection. 
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Figure 5 Reflectance Spectrum for different surfaces [Shippert 2003]. 
2.1.4. Storage of Hyperspectral Images 
Conventional relational database management systems have been reliable for 
storing and retrieving data for a long time. But the sophistication and massiveness 
of data in the recent years made those traditional management systems unable to 
be dependent on [Planthaber et al. 2012]. The traditional method of storing an 
image in a relational database is to store it in a tabular cell as a big object [Ogle and 
Stonebraker 1995], or store the path of its directory as a file. These methods in 
most cases make no feasible solution for accessing large scale databases [Baumann 
2001]. 
In the meantime, hyperspectral images are available in many formats, some of 
which are: 
 GeoTIFF: it is a Tiff file format that enables embedding georeferencing 
information. It can bear geo-tags like the coordinate system, map projection, 
datum, and other more. It is wide used for hyperspectral images because it is a 
public standard format. on the other hand, it stores attribute information that 
concerns geo-images [Ritter et al. 1995]. 
 HDR: A file format that follows an imaging technique for producing higher 
dynamic ranges of luminosity. As this technique allows collecting a greater high-
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detailed range of luminance levels, it is convenient for storing hyperspectral 
images that contain adjacent spectrum-band values [Myszkowski et al. 2005]. 
 MAT: A MATLAB binary format. It is not so convenient for storing hyperspectral 
images because of its exclusivity inside MATLAB software only [The MathWorks 
1999]. 
These formats serve either a specific purpose or application (like MAT), or add some 
sort of an attribute layer to enrich the content of the image (like GeoTIFF). Apart 
from that, PostGIS, which is a spatial database extender for PostgreSQL [PostGIS 
2014], defines a function with the signature “raster2pgsql”1. This function loads 
raster images of GDAL supported formats like GeoTIFF and HDR, and stores them in 
a PostGIS raster table. The raster is stored inside a tabular cell as one of two OGC 
standards, WKT (Well-Known Text) and WKB (Well-Known Binary). The aim of this 
functionality is to apply geometric SQL functions on raster images similarly to 
vectors ones, yet it still follows the main methodology of storing images in 
relational tables. Therefore, this database will be one of the relational ones that we 
will compare array-database with. 
Sevilla and Plaza (2014) made a repository where one can upload hyperspectral 
images (mostly .hdr) and fill and edit the metadata fields. But it is only a digital 
repository to share and maintain the images and basic metadata about them. It is 
not concerned with the content of the images; it is like a search engine to retrieve 
images based on their content. They store the images, the metadata, and other 
supplementary relevant information in a relational database, and the image as it is 
in a tabular cell of the database. 
We need a new methodology for storing the raw data of hyperspectral images so 
that we can retrieve specific information in an efficient manner. Furthermore, 
metadata about the images should be accompanied with its raw data and 
structured in a standardized method. Part of this dissertation aims to tackle this 
issue and facilitate a storage space for hyperspectral images. 
                                                      
1 http://postgis.net/docs/manual-2.2/using_raster_dataman.html 
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2.2. Array-database 
We present here the definition of array-databases, their specifications, and the 
different array-database management systems in the market. In addition, we go 
deeper in studying SciDB, the array-database management system that is being 
used in this dissertation. 
2.2.1. Definition 
Array-database management systems depend on arrays rather than tables in 
defining its storage structure and in manipulating the data [Baumann and Holsten 
2012]. Array-databases represent, at the meantime, a serious choice for storing 
scientific data in the fields of remote sensing, astrophysics, statistics…etc. [Cudre-
mauroux et al. 2011]. They are an intuitive choice for raster images where the cells 
of 2D arrays are the most appropriate space for storing the pixel values of rasterized 
images [Baumann and Holsten 2012]. 
Each cell of an array-database consists of one or more attributes that may differ in 
data types. To give an illustration of what an array looks like, Figure 6 shows a 3D 
array, where each cell may contain different attributes and even another array 
within. 
 
Figure 6 Example 3D array. 
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2.2.2. Array-database Importance 
Some scientific data need a more convenient storage environment than the classical 
relational database. The latter has proved a high level of both performance and 
reliability over the last decades, but scientists tend to deal with arrays and vectors 
rather than tables when it comes to storage space [Cudre-Mauroux et al. 2009]. 
Scientific data made relational database queries that contain mathematical 
operations complex to build and revise, let alone the complexity of writing SQL 
queries that encounter operations of linear algebra [Liu et al. 2014]. 
The storage of multimedia resources, images in particular, lack information of the 
resource itself. Most traditional image databases retrieve only “feature vectors” 
linked to the resource [Baumann and Holsten 2012]. The profound advantage of 
array-databases is that they operate on the content level of the multimedia 
resources. 
Alternatives to relational databases started to appear. Some of which is NoSQL, 
column-oriented database, and one which we are concerned with the most, array-
database. These alternatives have tried to provide optimized performance, less 
complicated queries, and real-time data manipulation [Ramakrishnan et al. 2013].  
Satellite images, for example, are array-based in nature and it makes more sense to 
store them in an array rather than a relational table. Let alone the timestamp which 
can be added as a new array dimension, whereas it has to be added artificially to a 
relational database [Stonebraker et al. 2013]. 
2.2.3. Array DBMS 
Since the advent of the array-database concept, many implementations have been 
developed revolving around this idea. The market currently offers many array-
databases [Liu 2014]: 
 RasDaMan; 
 SciDB; 
 MonetDB; 
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 Essbase; 
 InterSystems Caché; 
 Oracle GeoRaster; 
 UFI. 
All of these databases differ either slightly or significantly in their data model and 
structure. Three of them are considered more popular for scientific data than the 
rest. Whereas, Oracle GeoRaster follows a different approach with object-relation 
scheme [Qingyun et al. 2007], RasDaMan and SciDB are the most similar. 
On paper, both databases provide similar operations and services except for a 
significant difference that is SciDB allows nested arrays where RasDaMan does not. 
As for licenses, both databases have a commercial as well as an open-source 
version. Neither the aim nor the scope of this dissertation is about an extensive 
comparison between two array-databases, but between a relational one and an 
array-database. We think that any results concluded in this dissertation will give a 
general impression of array-databases despite the name of one specific 
implementation or commercial name. 
2.2.4. SciDB 
Paradigm4, the producer of SciDB, defines it as follows: “SciDB is an open-source 
database that organizes data in n-dimensional arrays. SciDB features include ACID 
transactions, parallel processing, distributed storage, efficient sparse array storage, 
and native linear algebra operations.” [Lewis 2014]. SciDB is also defined as follows: 
“SciDB is an open-source analytical database oriented toward the data management 
needs of scientists. As such it mixes statistical and linear algebra operations with 
data management ones, using a natural nested multi-dimensional array data 
model” [Stonebraker et al. 2001]. Figure 7 shows an example of a SciDB array and 
explains the nested array concept. 
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Figure 7 SciDB array example, each cell contains an integer, a floating point number, and 1D array [Cudre-
mauroux et al. 2011]. 
SciDB proved to be faster than a relational database with about “2 order of 
magnitude on a typical science workload” [Stonebraker et al. 2001]. Figure 8 shows 
an example of how the same data of a raster image could be stored on a classical 
relational database and on SciDB. 
 
Figure 8 Storage needed in a relational database and SciDB. 
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3. Modeling and Implementation 
In this chapter, we talk about the main approach followed in order to achieve the 
goal we aim at in studying the efficiency and performance of array-database, 
besides the tools that were used. 
3.1. Methodology  
The work of this thesis consists of several independent processes. The first 
encounters loading a real world dataset in GeoTIFF format into SciDB management 
system after establishing a data model for this purpose. The second is about loading 
the same dataset into two relational databases, PostgreSQL and PostGIS Raster. 
Finally, the last procedure encounters making a comparison of performance and 
query complexity between the different databases (Figure 9). 
 
Figure 9 Main Approach. 
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3.1.1. Array-database (SciDB) 
The main part of this procedure is about loading the data into SciDB, which is alone 
a lengthy process. SciDB provides three main options for data loading depending on 
the format of the file that is being loaded; CSV, binary, and SciDB format besides 
two options of opaque or TSV loading [Inc. 2012]. Each loading technique of them 
includes some advantages and disadvantages.  
In order to load the data into SciDB, we must have the ability to initially produce the 
files that are going to be loaded in a specific structure and byte-granularity order 
(except for the .csv files). Both SciDB format and the binary format demand a high 
understanding of how SciDB management system reads the files and how it 
disassembles the file bit by bit. For example, “A string data type that disallows nulls 
is always preceded by four bytes indicating the string length”; this is a rule out of 
many others that must be followed while generating the binary file before loading it 
into SciDB. 
Files of CSV format are another possible option for loading the data. The structure 
and the granularity of the data are known and standardized, which is values 
separated by a comma. Nevertheless, we encounter two shortcomings of this 
choice. Firstly, the relatively larger size of the stored files comparing, for example, 
to the binary ones. Secondly, the slower process of loading the files into SciDB. On 
the other hand, taking this option let us avoid the complicated process of writing 
the binary files and a high possibility of reaching a dead end in loading the data 
100% correctly in SciDB arrays. 
Planthaber et al. (2012) faced the same issue concerning the choice of the file 
format with the MODBASE system. “An impediment to the ease of use of each 
SciDB load format for multidimensional arrays is the requirement that data in the 
load files be partitioned and organized by chunk. Meeting this requirement can 
entail significant preprocessing of the data and forward knowledge of the 
dimensions and chunk sizing of the target array. This approach may prove infeasible 
for many real-world big data applications” [Planthaber et al. 2012]. This does not 
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only make us prefer a loading option rather than another, but also urges us to think 
thoroughly in the convenience of choosing SciDB depending on the application in 
hand. 
Consequently, the raw data of the images, which represent the spectrum-band 
values of the pixels, were stored using the CSV format using a tool we developed. In 
addition to the raw data of the images, a separate CSV file was generated 
containing four metadata tags as principal attributes of the hyperspectral images. 
3.1.2. Relational-database (PostgreSQL and PostGIS Raster) 
In parallel with loading the data into an array-database, the same dataset was 
loaded into two relational-database management systems which are PostgreSQL 
and its PostGIS Raster extension. 
Most typical geodatabases deal with data in a relational model, either implicitly or 
explicitly. Storing an image in a relational database is typically a binary large object 
“Blob” in a tubular cell, PostGIS follows this approach under a structured formula 
transparent to the user. Therefore, we decided to examine an image database 
(PostGIS Raster) and manually build another model on PostgreSQL. Consequently, 
besides the raster storage of PostGIS, the spectrum-band values of all images were 
stored in relational tables in PostgreSQL. This way, we can compare SciDB with two 
different relational databases, one of which is dedicated for image storage. 
3.1.3. Comparison 
After loading the same dataset into the three databases, a comparison was 
performed by writing specific queries that tackle different performance aspects, 
and running these queries on the different management systems. The aim of this 
comparison is to detect the most convenient database for hyperspectral images and 
give an overview of the feasibility of following this new trend in changing from 
relational database to array-database for scientific data. Performance is the key 
factor in making this comparison concluded with tangible results. Other important 
factors are the length and complexity of the retrieval commands. 
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3.2. Implementation 
The implementation encountered different processes and diverse tools in order to 
make the previously explained approach work. Starting from preparing the data, 
and ending with final results. 
3.2.1. Installation and Hardware 
Theoretically, the comparison between the two databases (array and relational) is 
not quite equitable. SciDB was installed on an Ubuntu Machine (Table 3) where 
PostgreSQL and PostGIS (Table 2) were installed on a Windows machine with little 
differences of resources. Unfortunately, we cannot measure the difference caused 
by this inequity. But we have to expect a result that does not totally match with the 
one that would be concluded within an ideal equal environment. 
 PostgreSQL and PostGIS 
Table 2 PostgreSQL and PostGIS installation environment specifications. 
Operating System Windows 7 Ultimate 
Processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3337U CPU @ 1.80 GHz 1.80 
Processors 4 
Hard Disk 750 GB 
RAM 6.00 GB 
System Type 64-bit  
 SciDB 
Table 3 SciDB installation environment specifications. 
Operating System Linux Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS 
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Processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2690 v2 @ 3.00GHz 
Processors 4 
Hard Disk 300 GB 
RAM 8.00 GB 
System Type 64-bit  
Besides the different operating system, the “Ubuntu” machine mainly surpasses the 
“Windows” machine in two more Gigabytes of RAM and a bit higher processor 
speed. 
3.2.2. Dataset 
The data we worked with is “E01 Hyperion” from the explorer of the US Geological 
Survey. This dataset is a 242 band hyperspectral satellite images in the format of 
GeoTIFF (.tif) (Table 4). 
Table 4 Dataset specifications. 
Name USGS EARTH OBSERVING-1 (EO-1) - HYPERION 
Coordinate System UTM Zone 43 Northern Hemisphere (WGS 84) 
File Format GeoTIFF 
Number of Images 242 
Page per Image 1 
Width/Height 961/3501 
Bits per Sample 16-bit  
Size (Original Images) 1.6 GB 
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Size (As CSV files) 5 GB 
3.2.3. File Writer  
As previously explained, SciDB loading process demands to prepare the files for 
loading and storing them as arrays. The user should be fully aware of the format 
and structure of the data files in order to correctly migrate the data onto the arrays 
of SciDB. The dataset in hand is formatted as GeoTIFF files. Therefore, a tool was 
implemented for the purpose of converting the GeoTIFF files into CSV files in a 
specific order and structure. 
The tool is implemented using C# .Net framework and Libtiff.Net (a .Net library for 
manipulating tiff files), and is capable of the following features: 
 Reading .tif files (both types: single band per image – multiple bands per 
image) and showing all specifications and metadata of the files. 
 Reading .csv files. 
 Running a Python script which is responsible for extracting the spectrum-
band values from the GeoTIFF files and saving them in CSV files; each image 
is saved in a separate CSV file. 
 Taking the row data needed from either the .tif or .csv files which are the 
spectrum-band values and saving the data as follows: 
1. One CSV file for four metadata tags including (width – height – bits 
per sample – Geodetic System) 
2. One CSV file for all raw data (all images). Each column of the file 
contains all the values of one image line by line consecutively. 
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Figure 10 File Writer interface showing the details of one GeoTIFF. 
Figure 10 shows the interface after loading one image from the Hyperion dataset. It 
shows the file name, the number of pages per GeoTIFF image, and all the metadata 
tags the image embeds. 
 
Figure 11 File Writer interface showing the different options available. 
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Figure 11 shows the main functionalities as they appear on the interface, including 
all capabilities in dealing with both CSV and GeoTIFF files. 
 
Figure 12 Class Diagram of the File Writer 
Figure 12 shows the class diagram of the tool generated by Microsoft Visual Studio 
2010. The tool shows a high level of flexibility in terms of the type of the files being 
processed and the written files as well. It can edit the header of the CSV files 
according to the query command of SciDB. The result eventually is .csv files ready to 
be loaded into SciDB. 
3.2.4. SciDB Loading 
SciDB runs on a Linux Operating System. For this purpose, a Linux Ubuntu OS was 
obtained through Amazon Virtual Server, and sufficient memory and processing 
resources were given along (technical details available in Table 3). We ran SciDB 
14.12, which is the latest open version of SciDB. 
Two data models were put in order to load the data into SciDB. The approach of 
dealing with SciDB was followed in two parallel processes. The first encounters 
loading each image into a 2D array, where the second encounters loading all of the 
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images together into one 3D array. These two different methods enable us examine 
the performance of SciDB according to diverse storage approaches. 
Loading data into SciDB follows only one way, which is loading the CSV file into a 1D 
array and then re-dimension this array, if needed, into the intended n-dimension 
array. Unfortunately, there is not a loading process that fetches the data directly 
into an array of a pre-specified number of dimensions. Table 5 shows the values of 
the attributes that were changed in the configuration file in order to adapt to the 
size of the data loaded. 
Table 5 SciDB memory attributes configuration (all values in MB). 
sg-send-queue-size = 100 
sg-receive-queue-size = 100 
smgr-cache-size = 1024 
mem-array-threshold = 1024 
merge-sort-buffer = 128 
network-buffer = 512 
replication-send-queue-size = 500 
replication-receive-queue-size = 500  
max-memory-limit = 5000 
The result of this process for the first approach is one 1D array containing the 
metadata tags, and two hundred forty-two 2D arrays containing the spectrum-band 
values. Whereas, the result of this process for the second approach is similarly one 
1D array containing the metadata tags, and one 3D array of the spectrum-band 
values. 
3.2.5. PostgreSQL and PostGIS Loading 
Depending on the previously explained tool and running the Python code, we 
obtained CSV files representing the metadata and the images of the dataset. 
Concerning PostgreSQL, the CSV files were migrated into relational tables where 
each file was stored in a different separate table. This process was accomplished 
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using a trial version of a database-transferring tool called “Navicat Premium”. The 
result is one table containing the metadata tags, and 242 tables containing the band 
values where the table attributes represent the (x-axis) and the table rows 
represent the (y-axis). 
As for PostGIS, GeoTIFF images were stored in one PostGIS raster table using a 
PostGIS function called “Raster2pgsql”. The result is one table containing all of the 
images where each image is stored in one single row. It is noticeable here that there 
was no need to store the metadata tags explicitly because PostGIS can access such 
type of data within its structured storage of the raster. 
3.2.6. Impediments 
 Machine Inequity 
SciDB can be installed on a Linux OS, not Windows. Consequently, the 
comparison between the different databases was not performed on a single 
machine. Nevertheless, the specifications of the two machines were not that 
far from each other (detailed numbers are available in Table 2 and Table 3). 
Naturally, a comparison between two identical machines and even identical 
operating systems will give more accurate and precise results. 
 Dataset 
The obtained dataset was fairly convenient to assess the two databases with, in 
regards to both number of images and the image resolution. Unfortunately, 
because of some technical problems that had been rising through the writing of 
this thesis, we did not have the time to test the different databases with other 
datasets of different nature. Repeating the whole process with different 
datasets would give more accurate and dependable results. 
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4.  Results and Discussion 
In this chapter, we present and discuss the results of our work which encounters 
the data models of SciDB, and the comparison between SciDB, PostgreSQL and 
PostGIS. 
4.1. Data Model 
As explained previously, two approaches will be followed within SciDB. One is 
concerned with multiple 2D arrays, and another with one 3D array. In this regard, 
each approach will depend on a conceptual data model as well as a physical data 
model. 
4.1.1. Conceptual Data Model 
The first conceptual data model is designed to eventually load the data into 2D 
arrays. It consists of one CSV file headed with the four metadata tags, and a number 
“n” of other CSV  files as many as we have in the dataset, headed with the (x-axis) of 
number “m” (Figure 13). 
 
Figure 13 First conceptual data model. 
The second conceptual data model gathers all the CSV files in one file headed with 
the image number. The values of each image are stacked line by line from the 
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original file into one column in the target file, and the metadata file stays without 
any changes (Figure 14). This model takes into consideration the two methods in 
storing band values: band-sequential where all values of one image are followed by 
all values of the next image, and band-interleaved where the values of all images of 
one specific point are consequent; followed by the values of all images of the next 
point. 
 
Figure 14 Second conceptual data model. 
4.1.2. Physical Data Model 
The physical data model represents the interpretation of the conceptual data model 
into SciDB arrays. The first physical model corresponds to the first conceptual 
model. The metadata array is a 1D array where each cell consists of 4 attributes 
which represent the 4 tags (Figure 15 - A). Each image is represented in a 2D array 
where each cell is one integer attribute which is the spectrum-band value of the 
respective pixel (Figure 15 - B). 
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Figure 15 First physical data model, (A) Metadata array, (B) Values arrays. 
The second physical model corresponds to the second conceptual model. The 
metadata array, as the first model, is a 1D array where each cell consists of 4 
attributes which represent the 4 tags (Figure 16 - A). All images are represented in 
one 3D array (cube) containing the spectrum-band values (Figure 16 - B). 
 
Figure 16 Second physical data model, (A) Metadata array, (B) Values array. 
4.2. Query Comparison 
The comparison encounters asking specific questions about the dataset in hand. 
These questions are translated into AQL, SQL commands in SciDB and 
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PostgreSQL/PostGIS respectively. The queries show diversity in the retrieved data, 
dimensionally in specific, to tackle the different aspects of each of the databases. 
Furthermore, they represent common retrieval commands of image datasets. One 
query retrieves a 1D line of values, the second retrieves a 2D plane of values, and 
last but not least, the third retrieves a 3D cube of values. 
All the queries were about the raw data of the images, not the metadata tags. The 
real challenge in our case is huge volumes of data, and the four tags we stored serve 
only in the completion and integrity of the model but not for comparison purposes. 
The values of “performance” are average numbers taken after multiple attempts of 
the same query, and full samples of the queries are available next to each other in 
the appendices. Unfortunately, the queries were applied using only two different 
sets of values. A third value would have made the performance tendency of each 
database clearer, especially in the charts below. But any significant change in the 
values would make the results of one specific database either too fast or too slow 
which made it unpractical to include it in the comparison results. 
 First Query 
Fetch the spectrum-band values of the point (x=100, y=100) for images (n to m). 
Table 6  First query comparison. 
 SciDB 
(1st Model) 
SciDB 
(2nd Model) 
PostgreSQL PostGIS 
Raster 
(n=1 ,  m=10) 
Length (char) 230 84 1388 80 
Performance (sec) 39 1.8 0.4 0.15 
(n=1 ,  m=50) 
Length (char) 949 84 7193 80 
Performance (sec) 1120 7.8 19 0.8 
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Table 6 shows that PostGIS retrieves data for this kind of queries much faster than 
the others followed by the second model of SciDB. Nevertheless, the second model 
of SciDB shows a tendency in performing best for a larger set of retrieved data. The 
numbers also show that the more images we retrieve, the higher pace of speed 
regression PostgreSQL will show in comparison to SciDB; the second model to be 
precise. This is demonstrated in Figure 17 where we had to apply a logarithmic scale 
on the time axis to distinctly show the performance differences. As for query length, 
PostGIS and the second model of SciDB show a significant reduction in the number 
of characters. 
 
Figure 17 First query chart of performance. 
 Figure 18 shows a representation of what the first query is intended to retrieve, 
which is the pixels of a specific point of a set of images. 
 
Figure 18 First query representation. 
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 Second Query 
Fetch all the spectrum-band values of Image_30 for the following axes values 
(x1<x<x2)/(y1<y<y2) . 
Table 7 Second query comparison. 
 SciDB 
(1st Model) 
SciDB 
(2nd Model) 
PostgreSQL PostGIS 
Raster 
(x1=400 , x2=900) / (y1=1000 , y2=2000) 
Length (char) 89 92 6160 167 
Performance (sec) 20 34 1.8 690 
(x1=0 , x2=900) / (y1=0 , y2=2000) 
Length (char) 90 93 8224 167 
Performance (sec) 67 89 2.1 1642 
Table 7 shows that PostGIS is by far the slowest database in accomplishing such 
type of queries. PostgreSQL shows high performance against SciDB, but this 
performance is at the expense of query length which is way longer than the others. 
 
Figure 19 Second query chart of performance. 
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Figure 19 shows that PostgreSQL has a relatively more stable and better 
performance than the others. Once again, an algorithmic scale was applied on the 
time axis to show a clear comparison. Figure 20 shows a representation of what the 
second query is designed for. 
 
Figure 20 Second query representation. 
 Third Query 
Fetch all the spectrum-band values of images (n to m) for the following axes values 
(x1<x<x2)/(y1<y<y2). 
Table 8 Third query comparison. 
 SciDB 
(1st Model) 
SciDB 
(2nd Model) 
PostgreSQL PostGIS 
Raster 
(n=1 ,  m=5) , (x1=0 , x2=50) / (y1=0 , y2=50) 
Length (char) 166 103 7349 178 
Performance (sec) 16 13 0.3 173 
(n=1 ,  m=10) , (x1=0 , x2=900) / (y1=0 , y2=900) 
Length (char) 252 104 92880 181 
Performance (sec) 96 112 343 1037 
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Table 8 shows that SciDB, with both models, outperforms the relational databases 
when the number of retrieved pixels gets higher. As for query length, the second 
model of SciDB surpasses all other models. 
 
Figure 21 Third query chart of performance. 
Figure 21 clearly shows a stable performance of SciDB; such queries demonstrate 
the advocacy of an array-database over a relational one. We did not have to apply 
an algorithmic scale on the time axis for this comparison as the differences are clear 
with the original scale and values. Figure 22 shows a representation of the third 
query. 
 
Figure 22 Third query representation. 
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4.3. Discussion 
The results we ended up with do not give us the ability to make a final judgment of 
SciDB and array-databases in general. Nevertheless, they put us on the right track to 
do so. 
As SciDB needs a clear and known structure of the files that are going to be loaded 
within, this constricts the feasibility of its usage. Each source of scientific data needs 
to put a uniform model to prepare the data for SciDB. The data model we put was 
an attempt to make this process mode standardized. 
The query comparison between SciDB, PostgreSQL and PostGIS showed a significant 
difference in query length in favor for SciDB. This is a true indicator that SciDB 
simplifies queries for scientific data. As for performance, the more complicated the 
query was, the higher performance SciDB showed against the other databases, and 
this applied to both data models of SciDB. Furthermore, SciDB showed a tendency 
in a better performance when the data retrieved gets larger. 
For the first query that retrieves a specific point from multiple raster images, 
PostGIS was the best in both performance and length, but the values show that the 
second model of SciDB would perform better when we deal with larger amounts of 
data. 
The second query that retrieves a plane from a single image gave the advantage of 
performance to PostgreSQL where we queried a single relational table. This 
demonstrates that a single table query, with no “joins” involved, can make a 
relational database outperforms any other type of databases. But it is also worth to 
mention that we had to compromise the length of the written query. 
The third query, which retrieves a cube and is considered the most complicated, 
gave the advantage to both models of SciDB with a tendency to perform way better 
with larger amounts of data. As for length, the query of the second model of SciDB 
was the shortest and the least complicated. This query is a proof that SciDB excels in 
such type of image queries with large datasets. 
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The comparison results show a featured performance of SciDB with large scientific 
datasets. However, SciDB is not designed to be deployed on personal computers 
nor used with any dataset regardless of its nature. Before deciding for SciDB, we 
need to answer critical questions, such as: How adequate is my dataset for SciDB? 
What are the minimum hardware resources I must obtain? And what type of 
queries I am going to apply?  
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5. Conclusions and Future Work 
In this dissertation, we studied what hyperspectral images are, and mentioned what 
purpose they can serve. We spotted the relatively new concept of array-database 
and used SciDB as a case study of such databases. 
We addressed the feasibility of the current storage methodologies of hyperspectral 
images and reached a conclusion that there is no wide acceptable environment of 
the sort. In this regard, we suggested two data models for storing hyperspectral 
images on SciDB. 
We stored a real world dataset of hyperspectral images on SciDB and on two 
relational databases which are PostgreSQL, and its extension PostGIS Raster. We 
put three different queries and ran them on the different databases. The results 
were generally in favor of SciDB, especially when the amounts of data get larger. It 
is crucial to mention that the inequity between the two machines that ran the 
databases gave a slight advantage of processing capabilities and memory to SciDB. 
SciDB proved to be a serious choice for storing scientific data such as hyperspectral 
images. It mostly showed higher performance and fewer query characters in 
comparison with the relational databases. This work spots a light on the promising 
future of array-databases and their effectiveness in storing scientific and big 
volumes of data. 
The work done in this thesis can be carried on with to generalize the study and 
broaden the scope of hyperspectral images. A unified data model can be studied for 
general satellite images. The comparison between SciDB, PostgreSQL and PostGIS 
can be extended with more datasets and more complicated queries in order to 
more accurately study the advantages and disadvantages of the two types of 
databases. 
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Appendices 
Data sample 
Metadata Tags  
Below is a sample of metadata tag CSV file. 
IMAGEWIDTH,IMAGELENGTH,BITSPERSAMPLE,SYSTEM 
961,3501,16," UTM Zone 43 - Northern Hemisphere|WGS 84|" 
Spectrum-Band Values 
Below is a sample of single image spectrum-band value CSV file. 
x0,x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,… 
1458.00,1449.00,1336.00,1290.00,1341.00,1360.00,1314.00,… 
1401.00,1353.00,1377.00,1527.00,1539.00,1303.00,1278.00,… 
1361.00,1348.00,1402.00,1343.00,1291.00,1260.00,1200.00,… 
1522.00,1499.00,1423.00,1361.00,1379.00,1413.00,1356.00,… 
1315.00,1269.00,1299.00,1224.00,1251.00,1288.00,1289.00,… 
1337.00,1335.00,1326.00,1267.00,1299.00,1388.00,1415.00,… 
1348.00,1418.00,1518.00,1393.00,964.00,791.00,747.00,… 
… 
Query sample 
First Query 
Below is a sample of the first query on SciDB 1st Model (x=100, y=100, image_001 - 
image_010). 
time iquery -q  "SELECT * FROM image_001 as i1, image_002 as 
i2, image_003 as i3, image_004 as i4, image_005 as i5, 
image_006 as i6, image_007 as i7, image_008 as i8, image_009 
as i9, image_010 as i10 WHERE i1.x=100 and i1.y=100" 
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Below is a sample of the first query on SciDB 2nd Model (x=100, y=100, image_001 - 
image_010). 
time iquery -q  "SELECT * FROM all as i WHERE i.x=100 and 
i.y=100 and i.z>0 and i.z<10" 
Below is a sample of the first query on PostgreSQL (x=100, y=100, image_001 - 
image_010). 
select x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8,x9,x10 from 
(WITH m1 AS (SELECT H001.x105 x1,  row_number() over() as r1  
FROM "H001" H001) SELECT x1 FROM m1 WHERE r1 =2956) q1, 
(WITH m2 AS (SELECT H002.x105 x2,  row_number() over() as r2  
FROM "H002" H002) SELECT  x2 FROM m2 WHERE r2 =2956) q2, 
(WITH m3 AS (SELECT H003.x105 x3,  row_number() over() as r3  
FROM "H003" H003) SELECT x3 FROM m3 WHERE r3 =2956) q3, 
(WITH m4 AS (SELECT H004.x105 x4,  row_number() over() as r4  
FROM "H004" H004) SELECT x4 FROM m4 WHERE r4 =2956) q4, 
(WITH m5 AS (SELECT H005.x105 x5,  row_number() over() as r5  
FROM "H005" H005) SELECT x5 FROM m5 WHERE r5 =2956) q5, 
(WITH m6 AS (SELECT H006.x105 x6,  row_number() over() as r6  
FROM "H006" H006) SELECT x6 FROM m6 WHERE r6 =2956) q6, 
(WITH m7 AS (SELECT H007.x105 x7,  row_number() over() as r7  
FROM "H007" H007) SELECT x7 FROM m7 WHERE r7 =2956) q7, 
(WITH m8 AS (SELECT H008.x105 x8,  row_number() over() as r8  
FROM "H008" H008) SELECT x8 FROM m8 WHERE r8 =2956) q8, 
(WITH m9 AS (SELECT H009.x105 x9,  row_number() over() as r9  
FROM "H009" H009) SELECT x9 FROM m9 WHERE r9 =2956) q9, 
(WITH m10 AS (SELECT H010.x105 x10,  row_number() over() as 10 
  FROM "H010" H010) SELECT x10 FROM m10 WHERE r10 =2956) q10) 
Below is a sample of the first query on PostGIS Raster (x=100, y=100, image_001 - 
image_010). 
SELECT ST_Value(rast, 100, 100, 1) As val FROM postgis.all 
where rid>=1 and rid<=10; 
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Second Query 
Below is a sample of the second query on SciDB 1st Model (x=100-150, y=100-150, 
image_001). 
time iquery -q  "SELECT * FROM image_001 as i1 
 WHERE i1.x>100 and i1.x<150 and i1.y>100 and i1.y<150" 
Below is a sample of the second query on SciDB 2nd Model (x=100-150, y=100-150, 
image_001). 
time iquery -q  "SELECT * FROM all as i 
 WHERE i.x>100 and i.x<150 and i.y>100 and i.y<150 and i.z=1" 
Below is a sample of the second query on PostgreSQL (x=100-150, y=100-150, 
image_001). 
select 
x100,x101,x102,x103,x104,x105,x106,x107,x108,x109,x110,x111,x1
12,x113,x114,x115,x116,x117,x118,x119,x120,x121,x122,x123,x124
,x125,x126,x127,x128,x129,x130,x131,x132,x133,x134,x135,x136,x
137,x138,x139,x140,x141,x142,x143,x144,x145,x146,x147,x148,x14
9,x150 from 
(WITH m1 AS(SELECT H001.x100 x100,H001.x101 x101,H001.x102 
x102,H001.x103 x103,H001.x104 x104,H001.x105 x105,H001.x106 
x106,H001.x107 x107,H001.x108 x108,H001.x109 x109,H001.x110 
x110,H001.x111 x111,H001.x112 x112,H001.x113 x113,H001.x114 
x114,H001.x115 x115,H001.x116 x116,H001.x117 x117,H001.x118 
x118,H001.x119 x119,H001.x120 x120,H001.x121 x121,H001.x122 
x122,H001.x123 x123,H001.x124 x124,H001.x125 x125,H001.x126 
x126,H001.x127 x127,H001.x128 x128,H001.x129 x129,H001.x130 
x130,H001.x131 x131,H001.x132 x132,H001.x133 x133,H001.x134 
x134,H001.x135 x135,H001.x136 x136,H001.x137 x137,H001.x138 
x138,H001.x139 x139,H001.x140 x140,H001.x141 x141,H001.x142 
x142,H001.x143 x143,H001.x144 x144,H001.x145 x145,H001.x146 
x146,H001.x147 x147,H001.x148 x148,H001.x149 x149,H001.x150 
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x150,  row_number() over() as r1 FROM "H001" H001) SELECT  
x100,x101,x102,x103,x104,x105,x106,x107,x108,x109,x110,x111,x1
12,x113,x114,x115,x116,x117,x118,x119,x120,x121,x122,x123,x124
,x125,x126,x127,x128,x129,x130,x131,x132,x133,x134,x135,x136,x
137,x138,x139,x140,x141,x142,x143,x144,x145,x146,x147,x148,x14
9,x150 FROM m1 WHERE r1 >100 and r1<150) q1 
Below is a sample of the third query on PostGIS Raster (x=100-150, y=100-150, 
image_001 - image_010). 
SELECT ST_Value(rast, 1, x, y) As val FROM postgis.all CROSS 
JOIN generate_series(100,150) As x CROSS JOIN 
generate_series(100, 150) As y WHERE rid =  1; 
Third Query 
Below is a sample of the third query on SciDB 1st Model (x=100-150, y=100-150, 
image_001 - image_010). 
time iquery -q  "SELECT * 
FROM image_001 as i1, image_002 as i2, image_003 as i3, 
image_004 as i4, image_005 as i5, image_006 as i6, image_007 
as i7, image_008 as i8, image_009 as i9, image_010 as i10 
 WHERE i1.x>100 and i1.x<150 and i1.y>100 and i1.y<150" 
Below is a sample of the third query on SciDB 2nd Model (x=100-150, y=100-150, 
image_001 - image_010). 
time iquery -q  "SELECT * FROM all as i 
WHERE i.x>100 and i.x<150 and i.y>100 and i.y<150 and i.z>1 
and i.z<10" 
Below is a sample of the third query on PostgreSQL (x=100-150, y=100-150, 
image_001 - image_005). 
select 
x100,x101,x102,x103,x104,x105,x106,x107,x108,x109,x110,x111,x1
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12,x113,x114,x115,x116,x117,x118,x119,x120,x121,x122,x123,x124
,x125,x126,x127,x128,x129,x130,x131,x132,x133,x134,x135,x136,x
137,x138,x139,x140,x141,x142,x143,x144,x145,x146,x147,x148,x14
9,x150 from (WITH m1 AS (SELECT H001.x100 x100,H001.x101 
x101,H001.x102 x102,H001.x103 x103,H001.x104 x104,H001.x105 
x105,H001.x106 x106,H001.x107 x107,H001.x108 x108,H001.x109 
x109,H001.x110 x110,H001.x111 x111,H001.x112 x112,H001.x113 
x113,H001.x114 x114,H001.x115 x115,H001.x116 x116,H001.x117 
x117,H001.x118 x118,H001.x119 x119,H001.x120 x120,H001.x121 
x121,H001.x122 x122,H001.x123 x123,H001.x124 x124,H001.x125 
x125,H001.x126 x126,H001.x127 x127,H001.x128 x128,H001.x129 
x129,H001.x130 x130,H001.x131 x131,H001.x132 x132,H001.x133 
x133,H001.x134 x134,H001.x135 x135,H001.x136 x136,H001.x137 
x137,H001.x138 x138,H001.x139 x139,H001.x140 x140,H001.x141 
x141,H001.x142 x142,H001.x143 x143,H001.x144 x144,H001.x145 
x145,H001.x146 x146,H001.x147 x147,H001.x148 x148,H001.x149 
x149,H001.x150 x150,  row_number() over() as r1 FROM "H001" 
H001)SELECT  
x100,x101,x102,x103,x104,x105,x106,x107,x108,x109,x110,x111,x1
12,x113,x114,x115,x116,x117,x118,x119,x120,x121,x122,x123,x124
,x125,x126,x127,x128,x129,x130,x131,x132,x133,x134,x135,x136,x
137,x138,x139,x140,x141,x142,x143,x144,x145,x146,x147,x148,x14
9,x150 FROM m1 WHERE r1 >100 and r1<150) q1 
union 
select 
x100,x101,x102,x103,x104,x105,x106,x107,x108,x109,x110,x111,x1
12,x113,x114,x115,x116,x117,x118,x119,x120,x121,x122,x123,x124
,x125,x126,x127,x128,x129,x130,x131,x132,x133,x134,x135,x136,x
137,x138,x139,x140,x141,x142,x143,x144,x145,x146,x147,x148,x14
9,x150 from (WITH m1 AS (SELECT H002.x100 x100,H002.x101 
x101,H002.x102 x102,H002.x103 x103,H002.x104 x104,H002.x105 
x105,H002.x106 x106,H002.x107 x107,H002.x108 x108,H002.x109 
x109,H002.x110 x110,H002.x111 x111,H002.x112 x112,H002.x113 
x113,H002.x114 x114,H002.x115 x115,H002.x116 x116,H002.x117 
x117,H002.x118 x118,H002.x119 x119,H002.x120 x120,H002.x121 
x121,H002.x122 x122,H002.x123 x123,H002.x124 x124,H002.x125 
x125,H002.x126 x126,H002.x127 x127,H002.x128 x128,H002.x129 
x129,H002.x130 x130,H002.x131 x131,H002.x132 x132,H002.x133 
x133,H002.x134 x134,H002.x135 x135,H002.x136 x136,H002.x137 
x137,H002.x138 x138,H002.x139 x139,H002.x140 x140,H002.x141 
x141,H002.x142 x142,H002.x143 x143,H002.x144 x144,H002.x145 
x145,H002.x146 x146,H002.x147 x147,H002.x148 x148,H002.x149 
x149,H002.x150 x150,  row_number() over() as r1 FROM "H002" 
H002)SELECT  
x100,x101,x102,x103,x104,x105,x106,x107,x108,x109,x110,x111,x1
12,x113,x114,x115,x116,x117,x118,x119,x120,x121,x122,x123,x124
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,x125,x126,x127,x128,x129,x130,x131,x132,x133,x134,x135,x136,x
137,x138,x139,x140,x141,x142,x143,x144,x145,x146,x147,x148,x14
9,x150 FROM m1 WHERE r1 >100 and r1<150) q1 
union 
select 
x100,x101,x102,x103,x104,x105,x106,x107,x108,x109,x110,x111,x1
12,x113,x114,x115,x116,x117,x118,x119,x120,x121,x122,x123,x124
,x125,x126,x127,x128,x129,x130,x131,x132,x133,x134,x135,x136,x
137,x138,x139,x140,x141,x142,x143,x144,x145,x146,x147,x148,x14
9,x150 from (WITH m1 AS (SELECT H003.x100 x100,H003.x101 
x101,H003.x102 x102,H003.x103 x103,H003.x104 x104,H003.x105 
x105,H003.x106 x106,H003.x107 x107,H003.x108 x108,H003.x109 
x109,H003.x110 x110,H003.x111 x111,H003.x112 x112,H003.x113 
x113,H003.x114 x114,H003.x115 x115,H003.x116 x116,H003.x117 
x117,H003.x118 x118,H003.x119 x119,H003.x120 x120,H003.x121 
x121,H003.x122 x122,H003.x123 x123,H003.x124 x124,H003.x125 
x125,H003.x126 x126,H003.x127 x127,H003.x128 x128,H003.x129 
x129,H003.x130 x130,H003.x131 x131,H003.x132 x132,H003.x133 
x133,H003.x134 x134,H003.x135 x135,H003.x136 x136,H003.x137 
x137,H003.x138 x138,H003.x139 x139,H003.x140 x140,H003.x141 
x141,H003.x142 x142,H003.x143 x143,H003.x144 x144,H003.x145 
x145,H003.x146 x146,H003.x147 x147,H003.x148 x148,H003.x149 
x149,H003.x150 x150,  row_number() over() as r1 FROM "H003" 
H003)SELECT  
x100,x101,x102,x103,x104,x105,x106,x107,x108,x109,x110,x111,x1
12,x113,x114,x115,x116,x117,x118,x119,x120,x121,x122,x123,x124
,x125,x126,x127,x128,x129,x130,x131,x132,x133,x134,x135,x136,x
137,x138,x139,x140,x141,x142,x143,x144,x145,x146,x147,x148,x14
9,x150 FROM m1 WHERE r1 >100 and r1<150) q1  
union 
select 
x100,x101,x102,x103,x104,x105,x106,x107,x108,x109,x110,x111,x1
12,x113,x114,x115,x116,x117,x118,x119,x120,x121,x122,x123,x124
,x125,x126,x127,x128,x129,x130,x131,x132,x133,x134,x135,x136,x
137,x138,x139,x140,x141,x142,x143,x144,x145,x146,x147,x148,x14
9,x150 from (WITH m1 AS (SELECT H004.x100 x100,H004.x101 
x101,H004.x102 x102,H004.x103 x103,H004.x104 x104,H004.x105 
x105,H004.x106 x106,H004.x107 x107,H004.x108 x108,H004.x109 
x109,H004.x110 x110,H004.x111 x111,H004.x112 x112,H004.x113 
x113,H004.x114 x114,H004.x115 x115,H004.x116 x116,H004.x117 
x117,H004.x118 x118,H004.x119 x119,H004.x120 x120,H004.x121 
x121,H004.x122 x122,H004.x123 x123,H004.x124 x124,H004.x125 
x125,H004.x126 x126,H004.x127 x127,H004.x128 x128,H004.x129 
x129,H004.x130 x130,H004.x131 x131,H004.x132 x132,H004.x133 
x133,H004.x134 x134,H004.x135 x135,H004.x136 x136,H004.x137 
x137,H004.x138 x138,H004.x139 x139,H004.x140 x140,H004.x141 
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x141,H004.x142 x142,H004.x143 x143,H004.x144 x144,H004.x145 
x145,H004.x146 x146,H004.x147 x147,H004.x148 x148,H004.x149 
x149,H004.x150 x150,  row_number() over() as r1 FROM "H004" 
H004)SELECT  
x100,x101,x102,x103,x104,x105,x106,x107,x108,x109,x110,x111,x1
12,x113,x114,x115,x116,x117,x118,x119,x120,x121,x122,x123,x124
,x125,x126,x127,x128,x129,x130,x131,x132,x133,x134,x135,x136,x
137,x138,x139,x140,x141,x142,x143,x144,x145,x146,x147,x148,x14
9,x150 FROM m1 WHERE r1 >100 and r1<150) q1 
union 
select 
x100,x101,x102,x103,x104,x105,x106,x107,x108,x109,x110,x111,x1
12,x113,x114,x115,x116,x117,x118,x119,x120,x121,x122,x123,x124
,x125,x126,x127,x128,x129,x130,x131,x132,x133,x134,x135,x136,x
137,x138,x139,x140,x141,x142,x143,x144,x145,x146,x147,x148,x14
9,x150 from (WITH m1 AS (SELECT H005.x100 x100,H005.x101 
x101,H005.x102 x102,H005.x103 x103,H005.x104 x104,H005.x105 
x105,H005.x106 x106,H005.x107 x107,H005.x108 x108,H005.x109 
x109,H005.x110 x110,H005.x111 x111,H005.x112 x112,H005.x113 
x113,H005.x114 x114,H005.x115 x115,H005.x116 x116,H005.x117 
x117,H005.x118 x118,H005.x119 x119,H005.x120 x120,H005.x121 
x121,H005.x122 x122,H005.x123 x123,H005.x124 x124,H005.x125 
x125,H005.x126 x126,H005.x127 x127,H005.x128 x128,H005.x129 
x129,H005.x130 x130,H005.x131 x131,H005.x132 x132,H005.x133 
x133,H005.x134 x134,H005.x135 x135,H005.x136 x136,H005.x137 
x137,H005.x138 x138,H005.x139 x139,H005.x140 x140,H005.x141 
x141,H005.x142 x142,H005.x143 x143,H005.x144 x144,H005.x145 
x145,H005.x146 x146,H005.x147 x147,H005.x148 x148,H005.x149 
x149,H005.x150 x150,  row_number() over() as r1 FROM "H005" 
H005)SELECT  
x100,x101,x102,x103,x104,x105,x106,x107,x108,x109,x110,x111,x1
12,x113,x114,x115,x116,x117,x118,x119,x120,x121,x122,x123,x124
,x125,x126,x127,x128,x129,x130,x131,x132,x133,x134,x135,x136,x
137,x138,x139,x140,x141,x142,x143,x144,x145,x146,x147,x148,x14
9,x150 FROM m1 WHERE r1 >100 and r1<150) q1 
Below is a sample of the third query on PostGIS Raster (x=100-150, y=100-150, 
image_001 - image_010). 
SELECT ST_Value(rast, 1, x, y) As val   FROM test.all CROSS 
JOIN generate_series(100,150) As x CROSS JOIN 
generate_series(100, 150) As y WHERE rid>=1 and rid<=10; 
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